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NATIONAL DELIVERY GROUP

17 December 2009

11:00am

Committee Room 39, Temple of Peace, Cathays Park, Cardiff

Present:

Paul Williams – Chair

Rob Pickford (part) 

John Palmer

Stephen Hunter

Sheelagh Lloyd-Jones

Peter Max

Chris Hurst

Zoe Harcombe

Gwyn Thomas

John Collins

Richard Bowen (part)

Sian-Marie James

Rosemary Kennedy

Christopher Cule - Secretariat

Owen Crawley

1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

1.1

Apologies were received from Simon Dean and Rob Pickford.  

2.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING – 19th NOVEMBER 2009

2.1

The minutes were agreed as an accurate record.

2.2

The following actions were postponed to the next meeting:



9.2 – Locum Expenditure – NDG will receive a report in January 
2010;



10.2 – Lower Level Posts – NDG will receive a report in January 
2010.

3.

FINANCE

NHS Financial Position 
3.1

INFORMATION REDACTED

3.2

CH confirmed that the information for Month 8 was only available forty-
eight hours ago.  INFORMATION REDACTED

3.3

INFORMATION REDACTED

3.4

INFORMATION REDACTED

3.5

INFORMATION REDACTED

 INFORMATION REDACTED
 INFORMATION REDACTED
 INFORMATION REDACTED
 INFORMATION REDACTED

4.

SERVICE AND PERFORMANCE

Five-Year Service, Workforce and Financial Strategic Framework



4.1

INFORMATION REDACTED PW was working closely with the LHB 
CEs to agree the national programmes by mid January 2010, and to 
manage and implement the Strategic Framework. 

4.2

The following matters were discussed:



INFORMATION REDACTED



PM asked if the national programmes would become local programmes 
– feeding into the left hand side of Annex 1.  PW confirmed this was
the case.  GT advised that this reflected the position with ICT across 
Wales, in that a number of nationally developed projects would be 
implemented locally.  SH added that we must have quality outcomes 
building on the capacity of the local organisations.  RP added that we 
need integration, with Social Services identifying the high level impact 
areas, but allowing the adoption of local initiatives;



PM asked where the Independent members could add value and avoid 
duplication.  PW suggested that the NDG Members commented on the 
detailed report (being prepared) and monitored the outcomes.  JC 
suggested that the role of the NDG in this area should be kept under 
review.

NHS Performance Update

4.3

PW resented RB’s paper confirming that he was confident that the 
NHS would meet the Referral to Treatment twenty-six week target, with 
the thirty-six week tolerance level.

4.4

The following issues were discussed:



ZH referred to the First Minister’s speech at the NHS Confederation 
Conference when he referred to waiting times.  PW confirmed that 
the pathway has been closed to twenty-six weeks and no longer 
than thirty-six weeks.  SH added that there had been a phenomenal 
shift in the bell curve for waiting times;



PM asked if there were any positive messages that could be 
shared.  JP suggested Access 2009 and devolution as two 
successful areas;



RB joined the meeting and advised that the 2010/11 Annual 
Operating Framework (AOF) would focus on Efficiency and 
Productivity, balanced with meeting previous year’s targets.  PM 
asked if the Independent Members could have sight of the AOF in 
January 2010, and PW agreed that when the Minister has approved 
the AOF it would be sent to NDG Members.

Action:


Send AOF to Independent Members as soon as approved by 
the Minister – RB

NHS HR – Organisational Development (OD) and Leadership Update



4.5

SLJ presented her paper, with PW stressing the need for strengthened 
managers in the new NHS.  Both SH and CH agreed that we must 
have highly performing teams in the new LHBs to succeed.

4.6

The following issues were discussed:



ZH asked about the Graduate Programme.  SLJ advised that the 
CEs were considering the merits and structure of the scheme.  ZH 
and SLJ would discuss this matter outside the meeting;



PM suggested that clinicians and managers should be trained 
together.  SLJ felt that there were some differences in the training 
programmes but it was essential that teams must learn to work 
together effectively.  TJ supported academic training to improve 
quality and research.  OC asked for the principles to be applicable 
to all staff groups.

NHS HR – Violence and Aggression Update

4.7

SLJ presented her second paper on Violence and Aggression.

4.8

The following matters were discussed:



JC found the report helpful and was concerned about the low levels 
of compliance within some organisations.  SLJ confirmed that these 
figures were shared with staff, as the Boards were accountable in 
the new organisations.  JC suggested that these figures were kept 
under review and PW agreed that these would be built into the 
performance monitoring suite in future;



RB confirmed that Violence and Aggression would be discussed at 
an All-Wales Consultants Meeting being held that week.  Wrexham 
Maelor Hospital had glass mirrors in their A&E department and 
were monitoring the impact of this measure;



TJ had visited a hospital recently and there was no clear evidence 
of security measures in place.  He felt that there should be some 
recognition that you were entering NHS Wales.  

Action:


Violence and Aggression figures to be included in the 
Performance Monitoring figures - RB

Delivering Digital Wales: The Welsh Assembly Government’s Framework 
for Action

4.9

GT presented his paper and tabled a confidential extract from the full 
Report.  He confirmed that the ICT Strategy for Public Sector in Wales 
had been approved. 

4.10

The following matters were discussed:





PM said that the diagram on page 9 of the Report showed that 3 of 
the 4 areas were WAG-wide issues.  GT responded that a number 
of healthcare applications were different, such as electronic 
prescribing, but these would still be bound by the national 
standards.

NHS Reform 

4.11

PW updated members on progress with the NHS Reform Programme:



There had been a NHS Reform Programme Board meeting the day 
before, attended by the Auditor General and a number of 
stakeholders;



There would be a time out session in January 2010 to discuss the 
Benefits Realisation Framework;



The next OGC Gateway Review would be held in 
September/October 2010;



Interviews were being held that day for the Chair of the Welsh 
Health Specialised Services Committee (the Joint Committee).

4.12

SMJ thanked the Independent Members for their comments on the 
draft Welsh Health Specialised Services Committee (Wales) 
Regulations 2009.  The Minister had signed the Regulations and these 
had been laid before the National Assembly for Wales and would come 
into force on the 17th December 2009.

4.13

SMJ informed members of the recent Community Health Council 
consultation, and agreed to send the Independent Members a link to 
the consultation paper.

Action:


Send link to Community Health Council consultation to 
Independent Members - SMJ

5.

PAPERS FOR INFORMATION 

New First Minister and Cabinet Arrangements

5.1

JP provided Independent Members with details of the new Cabinet 

Ministers.

Future NDG Work Programme

5.2

JP suggested that as time was short this item should be deferred to the 
start of the next meeting.

5.3

It was agreed that the following issues would be added to the Work 
Programme:



5-Year Service, Workforce and Financial Strategic Framework;





Thematic reporting of Service Provision;



DG Business and comparative risks – health, public health and 
social care;



Dashboard.



Intelligent Targets; and 



Mental Health.

5.4

JC suggested that the Centre issued a message for LHB Non-Officer 
Members (NOMs), together with suitable training.  

Putting the Frontline First

5.4

JP had provided this paper for Members for information.  

Action:


Future NDG Work programme to be an early agenda item for 
January meeting – Secretariat

6.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

The following matters were raised:



INFORMATION REDACTED



PM requested data on mortality rates for the next meeting.

Actions:



Mortality Data to be presented at the next NDG Meeting - RB
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